
TORQUE FOCUS
C-PARTS, LOGISTICS AND KANBAN

Ferdinand Gross introduced the groundbreaking E
Kanban solution, FALCON, which has received multiple 
awards and has become indispensable for many in 

modern Cparts management. Now, the company presents a 
revamped version that makes the tool even more mobile, 
attracting new user groups. 

With the webbased FALCON software, users can determine 
the exact location of each Cpart in a matter of seconds, track 
the annual procurement volume of individual screws with just 
a few clicks, and even manage the entire kanban system from 
the comfort of their home office. Originally designed for 
purchasing departments, FALCON has now also established 
itself in other departments. 

“Our customers quickly realised that the information provided 
in FALCON can be of interest to many,” says Ralph Wittum, Sales 
Director at Ferdinand Gross. Quality assurance departments, for 
example, appreciate the document management feature for 
easily viewing and downloading inspection certificates and 
certificates for all Cparts. In development departments, 
managed manufacturing drawings are increasingly used. 

FALCON is in use by over 90% of Ferdinand Gross’s kanban 
customers. The new version aims to further expand this success 
and convince additional user groups of the EKanban solution. 

The new version offers a fresh design, improved perfor
mance and user guidance, extended search filters and evalua
tions, as well as export options to Excel. Particularly 
noteworthy is the completely redesigned mobile app for iOS 
and Android. It offers nearly all the features of the desktop 
version and enables convenient usage on the go. 

Employees in production, who previously had limited access 
to FALCON, benefit significantly from the app. With a simple 

touch, they gain a quick overview of the installed kanban 
shelves. Outsiders, such as temporary workers or new employ
ees, can find their way around more quickly and save valuable 
time. Additionally, restructurings and resortings of articles 
can be easily recorded in the program and are immediately 
visible and comprehensible to everyone. 

The new generation of the FALCON tool is ready to make the 
Cparts management of the future even more digital and effi
cient. Customers like Norbert Rohr, Kanban Manager at 
UNSINN, are already looking forward to the update: “FALCON 
is in daily use with us. With the new mobile app, the tool will 
be used even more comprehensively by employees from vari
ous departments and from anywhere.” 
 

www.schrauben-gross.com

THE NEW FALCON: 
EVEN MORE MOBILE
Over a decade on from its launch, 
Ferdinand Gross’ FALCON kanban 
solution has been enhanced in term of 
performance and design. There’s also 
a completely redesigned mobile app 
putting FALCON benefits in the hands 
of even more users...
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